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Nelson Hydro services customers from the City of Nelson Powerplant on the
Kootenay River through Blewett, Taghum, Sproule Creek, Grohman Creek to
the City of Nelson, South along Highway #6 to Cottonwood Lake Road, and
North along Highway #3A along the northshore of Kootenay Lake to Balfour,
Harrop, Procter, through Queen’s Bay along Highway #31 as far as Coffee
Creek. Nelson Hydro builds to B.C. Hydro standards.
If you are building, renovating, or upgrading, we at Nelson Hydro are here to assist you in your power
needs. If you’re building a new home, we can provide you with temporary construction service, as well as
your permanent connection to the system. If you’re renovating, or upgrading, Nelson Hydro may need to
be involved to temporarily disconnect your service while your construction gets underway, then reconnect
your service when your modifications are complete. If you are unsure of whether or not you require
Nelson Hydro’s involvement, please don’t hesitate to contact us. We strive to maintain the system as safe
as possible, for everyone’s benefit.
The Nelson Hydro system is a user-pay system, which means that the cost of extending any power lines
is covered by the customer. Nelson Hydro then maintains the system to a safe operating standard. This
could affect your construction costs if your new building site is too far from the existing power lines to
easily reach, or if your new construction adds too great a load to the existing system thereby causing a
need to upgrade the existing system. A field visit is used to obtain the necessary information about each
particular site being serviced.
After the initial site visit, a written cost estimate will be generated and made available for your
information. There are two sides to the Nelson Hydro charges for service.
1) Connection charges are fixed fee costs based on the amperage required by the customer. The
charge for the first 100 amps is $200, then $5 per amp beyond that. For example, a 200A overhead
service within 30 meters of an adequate takeoff pole costs $700.00. Underground connections
vary based on site conditions. A rural trip charge also now applies, $200 per trip.
2) Third party charges are costs involved when there is a need to extend the power lines closer to
your construction site, or to upgrade the existing system to adequately supply your new
construction. This would involve placement of new poles, lines, etc. If this type of work is
required, a specific account is setup to accurately track the costs of the project. In order for the
project to begin, payment on the estimate must be made to Nelson Hydro. As work proceeds, all
charges are made on the account, and upon the completion of the project, the account is reconciled
and any overpayment is refunded to the customer, any cost overrun is billed to the customer.
Customer supplied poles
Use of used poles in the Nelson Hydro system has created a number of unsafe situations for our line
crew, our customers, and the general public. As a result, Nelson Hydro does not accept used poles as part
of the Nelson Hydro system. We install only new, full-length treated, wooden poles, or steel poles.
However, if a customer has access to, and wishes to supply their own service pole for their service to be
built on, the pole must first be approved by the B.C. Electrical Inspector, meet Nelson Hydro standards,
and written permission must be obtained through Nelson Hydro. The customer-supplied pole would then
have the meter base built onto it and the structure then becomes the responsibility of the customer. The
customer-supplied pole would need to be:
1) no greater than ten (10) years old at the time of installation,
2) clearly marked as to its year, class, and height, (usually branded on by the manufacturer),
3) inspected and approved by Nelson Hydro personnel,
4) installed to Nelson Hydro specifications, as to depth of bury, anchoring, etc.
The pole must also conform to all applicable sections of the Canadian Electrical Code and any B.C.
amendments.
NOTE: These specifications do not apply to temporary construction service poles.
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Underground Service
Underground service is also available as an option, but unlike overhead, the underground is not restricted
to the 30 meter limit. Cable can be pulled through the conduit further than the 30 meters, thereby allowing
more flexibility than going overhead. Without adding additional equipment, we can reach up to 40 meters.
It is the customer’s responsibility to supply and install underground conduit, with a pull string inside, to
Nelson Hydro standards from the predetermined takeoff pole to the new service. The minimum size for
the pull string to be used is 1/8” (3mm) braided nylon. Please ensure that the pull string has not adhered to
the inside wall of the conduit at the glued joints. This could cause the string to break, thereby defeating
the purpose of having the string installed. The installed conduit must pass inspection by Nelson Hydro in
any case, and also the Electrical Inspection Branch if the homeowner is doing the work, as their electrical
permit covers the conduit installation. This inspection must take place before the ditch is backfilled.
When the service is deemed ready to connect by submission of the electrical permit, Nelson Hydro crews
will be dispatched to pull the cable through the conduit, and make the final connection.
Typically, the overhead option is usually the most cost effective option, although in some cases, where
the service is further than the 30 meter overhead limit, and a pole needs to be set, the underground route
could prove to be cheaper than having a pole installed.
Sliding sleeve required
between grade and
Meter base
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Overhead Service
Nelson Hydro can connect a typical overhead service to a customer within 30 meters of an appropriate
takeoff point, i.e. an existing pole or secondary bus. The meter base shall be located on an outside wall,
within one (1) meter of the building corner nearest to the takeoff pole. Note: If the conductors installed
for the service are not standard, notice must be given to Nelson Hydro so the crews will have the correct
connectors onboard. The need for non-standard connectors that Nelson Hydro does not carry can delay
the completion of your work.
This would fall under the category of fixed fee charges, based on amperage of the service. If the distance
is greater than 30 meters, a new pole may need to be installed. If a new pole needs to be set, this would be
an example of the third party type of charges.

In order for your project to proceed, Nelson Hydro requires payment on the appropriate work order(s),
and the electrical declaration (permit) stating that the electrical service is ready for connection. This
permit states that all necessary electrical work has been completed and the service is safe to connect. In
most cases, this permit will be provided by your electrician and submitted by them to Nelson Hydro. If
you are doing your own electrical work, it will need to be inspected by the Provincial Electrical Inspector
for your area. The inspector then fills out the permit on your behalf and the customer submits the permit
to us. The Permit MUST have a number to be legitimate. Please ensure that the number is clearly marked
on the permit being submitted. As soon as possible after we’ve received your payment and permit, your
work will be put into the work schedule to be completed, in most cases within five (5) working days.
-In the event that the permit is submitted, and the job is NOT READY for connection when Nelson
Hydro crews arrive, there will be a charge for a return trip for the line crew charges.
-Also, if the crews are required to work beyond normal working hours, there will be additional
charges in the form of overtime charges. Normal working hours being 7 a.m. to 3 p.m., with
allowance to be made for travel time.
-On services utilizing multiple meter sockets, each meter socket must be clearly identified as to
which unit it services. Failure to have these meter sockets identified will result in the service
connection being denied and re-scheduled to a later date.
Any Questions or Comments, please contact:
Nelson Hydro Design Voice: 250-352-8214 250-352-8110 Fax: 250-352-6417
email: nhdesign@nelson.ca nhdesign@nelson.ca
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